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How can diplomacy respond to rising challenges?

The challenges to diplomacy today are unprecedented. The proliferation of states which have tripled in number since 1945, the scaling back of the US’ global reach, the UN’s limited success at consensus building and increasingly demanding publics are interconnected. The digital revolution in its many guises offers both great opportunities and obstacles to diplomatic initiatives. The changing shape of the EU alters the way diplomacy is conducted.

Never has diplomacy been more important and yet more challenging. What are the ways in which diplomatic missions could adapt? Should we be talking about borders in modern diplomacy? Is diplomacy increasingly a supra-national endeavour? Should diplomacy be less about the promotion of national interests and more about other internationally accepted goals such as helping weak states to develop stronger institutions? How can this be achieved when reform works best at the national level, and least well at the international level? How can international bodies such as the UN be made less bureaucratic and more adaptable to a changing world?
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